
You have exactly 1 hour to complete the test. Turn this title-sheet when told to do so.

There is just one correct answer for each question; mark it by a cross over the box.

Before you respond, read closely all the answers. You can make only one correction per

each question, in which case, circle the box of your choice in addition to the cross mark.

If there is an option like "All answers are correct" and all other options offered are really

correct, then this option is the only correct answer. Marking only one of the other correct

options is invalid.

Do not seek things like Russell paradox in any of the questions. If there is an option

"No answer is correct" than this option may be the correct answer.

Read closely every word of a question and all answers. Changing a word (e.g. TCP/UDP) may 

lead to a different answer.

Selected answer must be true in its entirety, i.e. all its parts. However, it may not cover

all possible variants of correct answers to a given question.

Think! Sometimes it is feasible to eliminate some of the options by "common sense".

Many questions are made so that they check not a particular knowledge, but its corollary.

The quiz is not a mathematical logic test. Sentences having obivous and clear meaning

in natural language were not at all costs perfected by quantifiers.

E.g. the sentence "Addresses are assigned by the President” means "All addresses are

assigned by the President" and therefore it is an incorrect answer, although it may be

possible that he really can, in his private network, assign IP addresses.

Similarly the sentence "Program has to use application protocols" means that it has to

use some protocols, i.e. at least one and not a minimum of two.

The quiz is to test the knowledge we learned, not obscure eccentricities you may find

on the Internet. The sentence "DNS is used for video transmission" is an incorrect answer

although it you can write a program that will transmit video using DNS packets.

Same as the answer "IP address may be resolved by means of electronic mail protocol" is

not correct, although I surely can write somebody an email to resolve the address for me.

If, still and all, you have an insistent feeling of having two equally matching options for your

answer, you may attach your comment to the answer in the last resort.


